Sealed bid are invited for solution from recognized and experienced companies/firms for the Day Care center in office of Punjab Health Foundation.

Companies/ firms are required to be in registered with FBR. The interested participants/ bidders must be active tax payers. Tender document can be obtained from the under mentioned office on payment of RKR. 500/-. The same can be downloaded from the websites of Punjab Health Foundation and PPRA. Bids shall be submitted on the prescribed forms up to **04th March, 2021 till 11:00 a.m.** in the Punjab Health Foundation office. Bids shall be opened on the same day at 11:30 a.m. in the presence of the representatives of the firms who may wish to attend.

**Terms & Conditions:**

1. Procurement method: Single stage two envelop.
2. The contract mode will be frame rate for the period of one year.
3. PHF may reject all bids or proposals at any time prior to the acceptance of a bid or proposal.
4. Bid Security amounting to **Rs. 20,000/-** (2% of the estimated price) in the form of pay order or demand draft favoring Punjab Health Foundation, shall be provided by the bidding firm.